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THE TWO SIDES
MAKE THEIR

MOVES
RUSSIA VS NATO (AND UKRAINE IS

INVOLVED)

THE PRIZE: UKRAINE'S FRIENDSHIP

Russia



STOP NATO FROM INCLUDING UKRAINE IN ITS FOLD
TO BECOME ONE NATION WITH UKRAINE AND 
 RECREATE ITS BOND WITH OTHER EASTERN
EUROPEAN NATIONS THAT ONCE BELONGED TO THE
SOVIET UNION

WHAT RUSSIA WANTS:

92% OF UKRAINIANS WANT UKRAINE TO BE
INDEPENDENT AND THE REST  WANT TO JOIN
RUSSIA 
THE UKRAINIAN GOVERNMENT WANTS TO
JOIN NATO

WHAT UKRAINE
WANTS:

WHAT NO ONE  WANTS:
WAR

TO INCLUDE WHOEVER THEY WANT IN THEIR
ALLIANCE
TO PREVENT RUSSIA FROM TAKING OVER
LANDS THAT DON'T BELONG TO IT. 
 

WHAT NATO WANTS:



RUSSIA KICKS THINGS
OFF:
Vladimir Putin wants Russia to rejoin with the countries that
left the Soviet Union. So, he starts using his influence to get
the  leaders of  these countries (particularly Ukraine ) to
make pacts and alliances with Russia and not EU and the
West.

UKRAINE GETS ANGRY:
The Ukrainian people don't like this deal and stage a
revolution to remove these pro-Russia leaders

UKRAINE GETS NEW
LEADERS:
Ukraine's new leaders like Western  Europe and want to join
forces with  it  for trade and military purposes.  But the
leaders are weak and corrupt, and Putin takes advantage of
them anyway. 

PUTIN STARTS HIS GAMES:
Putin is saddened by  the fact that Ukraine is taking estern
Europe's side, and he knows he needs to act quick to avoid a
situation where NATO is at his doorstep. He could be left with
no command of the region. Putin plans to weaken Ukraine.



MOVE 2: NATO SAYS
HELLL NO
(ISHHH...MEHH)
NATO is shocked. Russia had signed several agreements
promising to never invade Ukraine. Yet, Putin just did it.
They slam Russia with light  measures that prevent some
people from running their businesses and trading freely. 

MOVE 1: TAKE CRIMEA
Vladimir Putin starts off with a bang. He breaks international law and
uses his army to take over a part of Ukraine that is filled with Russians.
Since the Crimean Peninsula juts into Russia's waters, this is rather easy
for him. In the meanwhile, Ukraine is too busy with its own internal
problems

MOVE 3: RUSSIA'S IN THE
GROOVE
Russia suddenly has newfound confidence, Putin broke
international law and barely suffered. Moreover, Ukraine
now has a new problem. After seeing Crimea go, two more
regions want independence from Ukraine. Armed citizens
start a war against Ukraine. 



MOVE 5: NATO GETS
DEFENSIVE
NATO has had enough. It  sends weaponry and its army to
help Ukraine ward off these people backed by Russia.
Ukraine manages to prevent the country from breaking
up. But fighting continues for  years and years and years
and years... you get it...

MOVE 4: RUSSIA AGAIN
Russia sees this fighting as an opportunity and starts providing arms
to the people who want seperate independent regions. Soon, they
become powerful enough to cause the Ukrainian army some serious
harm.

MOVE 6: RUSSIA'S HAD
ENOUGH
Russia's attempt to split Ukraine has failed, and NATO is
closer to Ukraine than ever. Ukraine may even join the
alliance and Russia would have its enemy right at its
doorstep. So, Russia moves 100,000 soldiers armed with
heavy weaponry to  Ukraine's border. 



MOVE 5: RUSSIA
MAKES DEMANDS
Russia says it has no plans for a war but it
won't move back unless NATO leaves Ukraine
and other eastern European nations that are
already a part of the alliance.  Russia says
that if NATO disagrees with all of this, it
seems as though NATO wants a war.

MOVE 7: NATO SPIES ON
RUSSIA
Spies from USA find out that Russia is planning to move even more of
its army to Ukraine's border and may try to take over the country. This
would be a huge international crime and NATO asks Russia whether it is
planning to go to war?

MOVE 8: NATO SAYS NO
NATO wants nothing less than a war but it cannot agree to
Russia's demands. NATO was created for stronger defence 
 and co-operation in the world and it can neither ever stop
growing nor can it kick out any members that already
belong to it. NATO says that these crazy demands are just
Russia's excuse to take over Ukraine and  eventually start a
war.
NATO warns Russia that invading Ukraine would come with
serious punishments. The West would cut off Russia's banks
and stop trading with Russia. All the western goods that
Russians rely on would no longer be available to them and
slowly everything in Russia would become ridiculously
expensive. And sooner than later Russians would grow to
dislike Putin for his unnecessary actions.



MOVE 9: THE TWO PARTIES
YAP AWAY
Both parties start loading up weapons in and around Ukraine but
neither really wants a war. Russia wants more power over Eastern
Europe and NATO wants Russia to leave independent countries alone.
The two parties decide to try and talk it out and arrive at a
compromise. So far, talks are still ongoing and no compromise has
been reached.

RUSSIA'S RED LINE
Russia does not want Ukraine to join NATO. Moreover, it
does not want so many NATO missiles and weapons right
at its border.

NATO'S RED LINE
While NATO and Russia talk, both have  lines beyond
which they cannot compromise. Doing so would make
them too weak. For NATO, red line is stopping
expansion, or removing countries from the alliance. It is
willing to reduce the weapons it brings near Russia and
even removing any nuclear weapons if Russia does the
same. 
Of course, NATO's other red line is Russia invading
Ukraine, an independent country.



WILL THERE BE WAR?
It's unlikely. Even though Putin has initiated all of this, he knows that he cannot

afford to go to war. If he does, his people who already suffered deeply during
the COVID-19 pandemic, will lose more family and friends and will hate him for

it. Also, Russia is slightly poorer than usual at the moment. War is expensive
and  while a war against Ukraine could be quick, a war against USA and NATO

would be endless, painful and  would leave no winners.
He probably won't even invade Ukraine since most people in Ukraine are

willing to take up arms to fight Russia themselves. 
There is a small chance that Putin may believe so strongly that Ukraine belongs

to Russia that he is willing to risk everything, but Putin cares most about
staying in power and a war would most likely take that power away from him.

RUSSIA ENTERS UKRAINE BUT BOTH RUSSIA AND
UKRAINE'S PEOPLE SUFFER GREATLY THANKS TO
NATO'S AND AMERICA'S ECONOMIC PUNISHMENTS
RUSSIA AND NATO STAY WHERE THEY ARE AND
EVERYTHING STAYS TENSE
RUSSIA AND NATO ARRIVE AT A COMPROMISE
WHERE THEY AGREE TO SOMETHING THAT
DOESN'T CROSS THEIR RED LINES.
THERE IS A WAR

POSSIBLE OUTCOMES
1.

2.

3.

4.


